
Name:

Chart:

Date:

Name Date Cascade Orthopaedics Spine Center

Alan Chen, MD

WHERE IS THE PAIN? Draw the location of your pain

By shading on the diagram to the right: >>>>>>>>>

Work related? [ ] Yes [ ] No

LEGAL Actions pending? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Workers Compensation? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Are you working now? [ ] Yes [ ] No

REFERRAL: doctor that sent you to clinic with address

[ ] I referred myself.

(Please add names of who should have copy of report?)

CHIEF COMPLAINT (Circle) : Upper / Mid / Low Back Legs / Buttock / Hip shoulder / elbow

Right / Left / Both Neck Arms / wrist / hands Foot / ankle

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS:

How long have you noticed pain? Days Weeks Months Years

Was there any injury/event that caused your pain? [ ] No [ ] Yes (please describe):

Any prior back injury or pain before the event above?  [ ] No [ ] Yes: what type?

Have you had surgery on your back / neck? [ ] No [ ] Yes: what type?

The pain is described as: [ ] Constant [ ] Intermittent [ ] Unchanged [ ] Worse [ ] Better

Rate your USUAL pain: (circle)

NO PAIN 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 THE WORST PAIN IMAGINABLE

Describe your pain:   Burning   Sharp-shooting   tingling   numbness   pinprick   stabbing   deep-pressure   Tightness   spasms

other:

Treatment & Evaluations: [ ] MRI   [ ] X-ray   [ ] CT   [ ] EMG  [ ] bone scan   [ ] blood/laboratory    [ ] Epidurals

Check treatment tried for pain and circle the best treatment to date:

[ ] Physical Therapy [ ] TENS [ ]  heating pad [ ] ice [ ]  Injections [ ]  exercise

[ ]  Epidural steroids [ ] Surgery [ ] massage [ ] medications [ ] acupuncture [ ] chiropractor

What makes pain worse?

What makes pain better?

How does the pain limit you?

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION:

Temp: Pain VAS: /10

BP:

Pulse:

Respirations:



Name:

Chart:

Date:

I feel tense or "wound-up" I feel as if I am slowed down

0. Not at all 0. Not at all

1. From time to time, occasionally 1. Sometimes

2. A lot of the time 2. Very often

3. Most of the time 3. Nearly all the time

I get a sort of frightened feeling, like "butterflies" I still enjoy the things I used to enjoy

in the stomach 0. Definitely as much

0. Not at all 1. Not quite as much

1. Occasionally 2. Only a little

2. Quite often 3. Hardly at all

3. Very often

I get a sort of frightened feeling as if something I have lost interest in my appearance

awful is about to happen 0. I take just as much care as ever

0. Not at all 1. I may not take quite as much care

1. A little but it doesn't worry me 2. I don't take as much care as I could

2. Yes, but not too badly 3. Definitely

3. Very definitely and quite badly

I feel restless as if I have to be on the move I can laugh and see the funny side of things

0. Not at all 0. As much as I always could

1. Not very much 1. Not quite so much now

2. Quite a lot 2. Definitely not so much now

3. Very much indeed 3. Not at all

Worrying thoughts go through my mind I look forward with enjoyment to things

0. Very little 0. As much as I ever did

1. Occasionally 1. Rather less that I used to

2. A lot of the time 2. Definitely less than I used to

3. A great deal of the time 3. Hardly at all

I get sudden feelings of panic I feel very cheerful

0. Not at all 0. Most of the time

1. Not often 1. Sometimes

2. Quite often 2. Not often

3. Very often indeed 3. Not at all

I can sit at ease and feel relaxed I can enjoy a good book or radio or TV show

0. Definitely 0. Often

1. Usually 1. Sometimes

2. Not often 2. Not often

3. Not at all 3. Very Seldom

Please make certain that you have answered ALL the questions. Thank you.

Doctors are aware that emotions play an important part in most illnesses.

If your doctor knows about these feelings he/she may be able to help you more.

Please read each item below and circle the number next to the reply that comes closest to how you have been feeling in the

past week . Don't take too long over your replies; your immediate reaction to each item will probably be more accurate than a

long, thought-out response.


